Passwords are widely used for user authentication, but they are often difficult for a user to recall, easily cracked by automated programs and heavily reused. Security questions are also used for secondary authentication. They are more memorable than passwords, but are very easily guessed. We propose a new authentication mechanism, called "life-experience passwords (LEPs)," which outperforms passwords and security questions, both at recall and at security. Each LEP consists of several facts about a user-chosen past experience, such as a trip, a graduation, a wedding, etc. At LEP creation, the system extracts these facts from the user's input and transforms them into questions and answers. At authentication, the system prompts the user with questions and matches her answers with the stored ones.
INTRODUCTION
Textual passwords are widely used for user authentication. An ideal password should be easy for a user to remember, but difficult for others to guess. These two requirements are at odds. People remember by relating their passwords to some personally salient facts -but this leads to common and Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. predictable patterns in passwords that make them insecure against automated guessing [95, 66] . Users also tend to reuse their passwords, to achieve memorability. But this lowers security, because passwords stolen from one server can be used to gain access to another one.
Many alternatives to textual passwords have been proposed, such as graphical passwords, cognitive authentication, one-time passwords, hardware tokens, phone-aided authentication and biometric passwords. However, research has shown that none of these can offer convenience, simplicity, and user familiarity [68, 69] comparable to that of textual passwords. We thus focus on trying to improve textbased authentication.
Our insight is that it is highly unnatural to humans to create new, complex memories (passwords) and recall them in minute detail (e.g., recall capitalization and placement of special characters) after a long time period, and without any hints. Humans remember by association, relating new facts to existing memories [88] . This makes it difficult to create and recall many new, strong passwords. Humans also recall by reconstructing facts, sometimes imprecisely, from relevant data stored in the brain [88] . Thus a user may recall that they used a family member's name plus their birth year for a password, but forget which family member they chose, if they used their first or last name, how it was capitalized, etc. This makes it difficult to precisely recall passwords.
We propose a new authentication method -life-experience passwords (LEPs) -which extracts authentication secrets out of a user's existing memories, and uses prompts and imprecise matching at the authentication stage to further improve recall. Our contribution lies in design and implementation of this authentication method, and its evaluation via two human user studies.
A LEP consists of several facts about a user-chosen life experience, such as a trip, a graduation, a wedding, a place, etc. At password creation, the system prompts the user for the experience's title, and for facts relating to this experience, such as names of people and locations, special objects and activities, dates, etc. These facts are transformed by the system into questions -stored in clear -and answers -stored hashed and salted. At authentication, the system prompts the user with corresponding questions, and matches her answers with those stored by the system, allowing for imprecise matches due to extraneous words, capitalization, punctuation and reordering. LEPs could be used for primary or secondary authentication, in cases when high recall and high security are desired. We designed and evaluated two LEP designs in human user studies, approved by our institutional IRB, to evaluate their recall and security. We found that: (1) LEPs are 30-47 bits stronger than an ideal, randomized, 8-character password, averaging 83-100 bits of strength against statistical attacks (2) LEPs are 2-3× more memorable than passwords, having 73% recall after a week and 54% recall after 3-6 months and (3) LEPs are reused half as often as passwords.
LEPs resemble security questions, in that both use personal experiences for authentication. But LEPs use more diverse, unique, and memorable personal facts than security questions, and these are deeper, more specific facts. This makes LEPs hard to guess by friends or attackers, who use social networks or public sources. When compared with security questions, (1) LEPs are 24-35× harder to guess by friends (only 0.7% of LEPs were guessed in our study), (2) LEPs contain 2.4-3.2× fewer fake answers (11.5% and 15.7% LEPs are potentially fake, versus 37% of security questions).
There are two downsides to LEPs: (1) user burden for creating and authenticating with a LEP is 3-6× higher than when using passwords -this burden may be prohibitive for some applications and devices, (2) LEPs may contain sensitive information, which poses a privacy risk. While these are serious drawbacks, our human user study found that 93.7% of users would use LEPs for high-security content (e.g., banking applications). We further found that only 3% of LEPs contained generally sensitive information, which could be further reduced with better user prompts. We thus believe that LEPs are a promising authentication method for some users and applications. Interested readers can try LEPs out by visiting our project page: http: //leps.isi.edu/demo.
We discuss related work to LEPs in Section 2. We present LEP design in Section 3 and we detail the setup of our human studies in Section 4. Section 5 presents the results of our evaluation of LEPs, and Section 6 offers our conclusions.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
There is much research on non-textual alternatives to passwords, such as graphical passwords [83, 41, 75, 42, 43, 82, 9, 65] , video passwords [97, 76] and biometric passwords [60] . Due to space limitations, we only survey research that is directly related to textual passwords.
Improving Password Strength. A few recent publications [72, 95, 85, 81] proposed improvements in password design using Markov models, semantic patterns of passwords, and user feedback. For example, Telepathwords [85] help users create strong passwords by comparing user input with popular substrings. When such a substring is detected, Telepathwords provides actionable, real-time feedback to steer a user towards a different choice. In [81] the system randomly generates strong passwords and then allows a user to replace a few characters to make the password more memorable. All these techniques increase password strength, but do not improve memorability nor diversity, and all require users to create new memories of complex strings. Our work on LEPs differs fundamentally from these approaches because we seek to exploit existing memories and thus increase strength, memorability and diversity of textual passwords.
Security Questions. Security questions [80] are often used for secondary authentication, e.g., when a user loses her password, or to supplement password-based authentication for high-security servers (e.g., bank). A user is offered a choice of a small number of fixed questions, such as mother's maiden name, pet names, favorite teacher names, best friend names, etc. While both security questions and LEPs use personal knowledge for authentication, there are significant differences. We discuss them here and summarize them in Figure 1 , which also illustrates sample security questions and a LEP on the high school topic.
Applicability. Organizations usually offer a very limited choice of security questions. There may be users to whom no question applies. For example, a user may not have a favorite high school teacher or a best friend, or may have multiple teachers/friends that she likes. When faced with such questions users select answers that they do not recall at authentication time. Schechter et al. [91] and Bonneau et al. [67] measured that 20-40% of security questions cannot be recalled by users. Conversely, during LEP creation users can choose, with very little constraint, the topic they want to talk about and the facts about that topic, which are memorable to them. This leads to more personalized facts and thus higher recall.
Depth of facts. Security questions ask for shallow facts (e.g., pet's name, best friend's name), which are generally applicable to many users. Such facts can be mined from public sources [79, 91] , or guessed using statistical attacks [67] . Easy guessability leads users to provide fake answers to security questions, which leads to low recall when they cannot remember the fake answers. On another hand, LEPs ask for deep facts -memorable people, places, activities or objects in connection with a user-chosen event. Answers to such questions are not easily found on social networks, or guessed by family and friends, which removes the need for users to lie. In our studies, only 0.7% of LEPs were guessed by friends (compared to 17-25% of security questions [91] ) and only 11.5-15.7% of answers were fake (compared to 37% for security questions [67] ).
Number of facts. Security questions contain only one fact, which may be easily guessed or obtained from public sources. LEPs contain a larger number of facts, and a user must recall most or all of them for authentication. Thus the barrier for a successful guessing attack is higher.
Another approach to security questions is to let users choose the questions themselves. This allows users to freely choose facts that are relevant to them, but decreases security [84, 91] . While LEPs also allow users to choose which facts to provide, our fact elicitation guides them toward secure, memorable and stable facts. This allows LEPs to outperform user-chosen security questions.
Cognitive Passwords. Similar to LEPs, cognitive passwords are based on personal facts, interests, and opinions that are thought to be easily recalled by a user. Article [12] provides an overview, definitions, and some examples of cognitive passwords. Das et al. [74] and Nosseir et al. [90] explore autobiographical authentication that uses facts about past events, which are captured by smartphones or calendars, without any user input. While such information may be memorable in short intervals after it is collected, humans do not remember ordinary daily events for long periods nor with great consistency [71] . On the other hand, LEPs require more user effort during creation, but elicit more salient facts [89, 71] , which is essential for good recall.
Narrative Authentication. Somayaji et al. [94] propose use of narratives for user authentication, but do not evaluate them. Their narratives require users to associate imaginary objects with past memories (e.g., contents of a drawer from a childhood bedroom), and may also be fully fictional. Because these narratives lack personal significance to user, we expect they would be less memorable than LEPs.
LIFE-EXPERIENCE PASSWORDS
This section describes the design and the implementation of life-experience passwords (LEPs). We discuss our choices for LEP topics and facts in Section 3.1, attacker models and strength calculation in Section 3.2, the LEP creation process in Section 3.3, LEP-based authentication in Section 3.4 and LEP uses in Section 3.5. Figure 2 shows the LEP creation process. A user identifies a life-experience she wants to use for a LEP. She then inputs a title for this experience and recounts interesting facts, with some guidance from the system. The system mines the facts from the user's input, and transforms them into questionand-answer pairs. Questions and the title must be stored as clear text, because they are shown to users during authentication. To store the answers, we concatenate either all of them, or several subsets (see Section 3.4), add the salt, and hash the resulting string(s). During authentication, the system displays the title and the questions, and user answers are hashed and compared to those stored by the system using imprecise matching.
Topics and Facts
In this Section we discuss how much guidance should be provided to users during LEP creation. In general, users need some guidance to remember interesting facts to re- count. Further, elicitation must be carefully developed to produce facts, which can be accurately recalled by users, and cannot be easily guessed by others. Which experiences can be used for LEPs? Letting a user freely select an experience to talk about, without any guidance, may not produce secure and memorable input, as shown by research on self-built security questions [84, 91] . This motivated us to build a list of diverse and general topics, to guide password creation (see Table 2 ). A strong fact has many possible answers to the question, which gives it strength against brute-force attacks (see Section 3.2).
A stable fact is consistently recalled by a user. We have learned by exploring several LEP designs that stability is influenced the most by the fact's type and our elicitation method. Subjective facts about feelings and opinions are inconsistently recalled by users. We thus ask about objective facts, such as names, locations, times, objects and activities. Further, elicitation specificity makes a large difference. The more specific questions we pose during elicitation, the more stable facts we get. A user may use multiple terms for the same person (e.g., "my mom", "mom", "mother", "Jennifer"). Transforming "who" questions into "first and last name" questions reduces the ambiguity and increases stability of answers. Another source of instability comes from asking for a singular answer to a question that may have a plural answer (e.g., a user has two best friends). Asking too specific questions (e.g., "what is the first and last name ..." but the user only recalls the first name) or questions that do not apply to a given user (e.g., a pet's name when the user does not own a pet) also leads to unstable facts. We believe that stability issues, more than lying, may be responsible for many authentication failures found in the past studies of security questions [91, 67] . We have refined our elicitation process to contain very specific prompts, which depend on the user's prior input. This leads to stable facts.
An immutable fact does not change over time. For this reason we do not ask about preferences and opinions (e.g., "What is your favorite band"), which are mutable. During LEP creation, we mine facts about people, locations, time, objects and activities. These facts are objective, and thus immutable. People and location facts have a high strength (see the Section 3.2), while time, objects and activities have a lower but still substantial strength. Further, we have designed our elicitation process to produce very specific questions, and thus stable facts.
Privacy risk. LEP questions and answers contain information about some past event, which may pose privacy risk to a user if questions are observed by others, or if answers are guessed or cracked. We advise users to avoid sensitive or incriminating facts during LEP creation. Our evaluation finds that only 3% of LEPs in our study had sensitive information, which we plan to address with better LEP creation prompts.
Strength
This section discusses our attacker models and how we calculate strength of LEPs against these attackers.
Strength of a password can be measured as the number of trials a guessing attacker has to make until success -this is known as guesswork [66] or a heuristic measure of password strength [69] . As Bonneau points out in [66] , this definition of strength depends on the size of the attacker's dictionary and is difficult to reproduce across different studies. He proposed several more stable strength measures, such as α-guesswork. However, they require a much larger sample size than we had in our studies. We thus use guesswork as our measure of strength.
A LEP consists of multiple facts. We calculate its strength as a half of the product of individual fact strengths:
where S denotes strength, k is the number of facts in a given LEP, and fi is the i-th fact. On the average the attacker will go through a half of the possible fact combinations before guessing correctly.
We classify LEP facts into categories, shown in Table 1 . We assume an intelligent attacker, who can infer the fact's category from the user's authentication prompt, and guesses answers only within that category.
Attacker Models. We consider the following attacker models [67, 69] . A brute-force attacker compiles a dictionary of all possible answers within a fact category (e.g., first name), and tries them in any order. A statistical attacker compiles ranked dictionaries of popular answers within a fact category, and tries them in the order of popularity. A friend attacker forms guesses using her personal knowledge of the user, and may mine some guesses from the user's social network pages or use search engines. A passwordreuse attacker has stolen a user's password from one server and attempts to reuse it, in the exact or a slightly modified version, to gain access to another server.
We assume that brute-force, statistical and password-reuse attackers are offline attackers [67] . They will use automated programs to crack LEPs, just like they do for passwords today. They can make as many guesses as their dictionaries allow. A friend attacker, is an online attacker [67] , and will attempt to guess passwords manually. We thus assume that a friend attacker is allowed to make a small number of guesses, before being locked out by the server for excessive failed logins.
We denote the strength of a fact against brute-force attacks as its brute-force strength, and measure it as the number of all possible inputs in the fact category. It is challenging to count all possible inputs, since some answers may be drawn from sets that are not fully enumerable. For example, an answer to a "who" question can be a relationship, a first name, a last name, a first and last name pair, a title like Mr. and a last name, a nickname, etc. Even within these subsets there are variations. For example, one could combine relationship and an adjective, e.g., "my favorite aunt" or "my oldest uncle". Further, some subsets may not be fully enumerable. For example, there are publicly available censuses of US names but not of Chinese or Indian names.
We denote the strength of a fact against statistical guessing as its statistical strength, and measure it as: (1) the rank of the fact on a ranked list of popular facts in its category, or (2) the brute-force strength if the fact is not found on the popular list. A challenge lies in creating sufficiently large and comprehensive lists of popular facts, and ranking them based on their popularity.
We examined many different data sources, seeking to identify: (1) the total number of possible facts, and (2) the ranked list of popular facts, within each fact category. We provide a brief explanation of our data sources here and refer the readers to the Appendix for more details. Our estimates and popular list sizes are shown in Table 1 .
Brute-force strength calculation. To calculate bruteforce strength, we needed the total number of possible facts for each category. For the "first name" (FN) and "last name" (LN) categories, we used the estimates from the U.S census [19, 16] , U.S. Social Security Administration [21] and popular names available in 67 countries from Wikipedia. The total number of FN and LN is 285,537 and 6,209,229 respectively. For the total number of "full name" (FL) facts, we calculate a product of FN and LN counts for each country, and sum them up arriving at 563 B possible inputs. This overestimates the number of possible full names, since some FN-LN combinations may never occur in practice. But, we could not find a good public source of full names, and were forced to approximate.
For the "city" (CI) category, we obtained the list of 754,450 locations with population greater than 5,000 people from DBpedia [13] . For the "place" (PL) category, we calculated the sum of the number of restaurants in the US [59] (1,232,016), the number of universities/colleges in US [45] (7,234) and in the world (8,766) [61] , the number of elementary, middle, and high schools in US [44] (129,189) , and the number of secondary schools in UK [70] (21,109). Note that this estimate does not include other popular attractions, such as amusement parks, hotels and monuments, and is thus an underestimate of the total number of inputs for the PL category. For the "relationship" (RL) category, we built a small list of relationships (49 entries), compiled from a dictionary. For the "object" (OBJ) and "activity" (ACT) categories, we used the size of the Wordnet [78] dictionary for nouns and verbs in English language. For the "year" (YR) category, we assumed that the user will recount experiences, which are at most 50 years in the past. The total number of inputs in the "date" (DT) category is calculated as 365 * 50. Finally, the categories "hundred" (HU) and "ten" (TN) encompass facts, which have a limited number of possible answers (e.g., color of a bike, model of a car).
Statistical strength calculation. To calculate statistical strength we needed lists of popular facts in each category, ranked by popularity. We used online domain-specific sources to form these lists. We gathered around 434,000 unique popular list items from more than 530 different online sources. These sources include (1) Wikipedia/DBpedia [63] , (2) Freebase [14] , (3) . We further incorporated popular lists for different categories from the Bonneau et al. dataset [70] . More details are provided in the Appendix.
Some lists had items ranked by popularity, while others did not (e.g. the list of the 100 most popular Chinese names from Wikipedia). For unranked lists, we used the Bing search engine to calculate the number of Web pages containing each list item. We automatically built structured queries as a "fact category + the item" (e.g., "first name Hao") and mined the number of pages from the search engine's reply. We then assumed that the popularity of an item is proportional to the number of Web pages containing it, and used this to rank the items in the list. While this may not be an accurate reflection of the popularity of each item, we believe it is a good approximation for relative rankings.
We have multiple lists of popular facts per category. We calculate the strength of a LEP fact as its lowest rank on any list. This approach assumes a strong statistical guessing attacker, which has the best popular list for each input.
Finally, if our popular lists were too small, we would overestimate the statistical strength of LEPs, as we would often use the brute-force strength for off-the-list facts. We show the count of popular lists per category, and their minimum and maximum sizes, as well as the total number of unique items in Table 1 . For example, in the FN (first name) category, we have 384 popular lists, ranging from 3 to 38,717 inputs, and containing the total number of 150,695 unique names. We further evaluated how many facts collected in our user studies were covered by our popular lists. We were able to find 75% of FN, 99% of LN, 81% of FL, 63% of CI, 54% of OBJ, 46% of ACT and 34% of PL inputs on our popular lists. Thus our popular lists seem comprehensive enough for statistical strength calculation.
Creation
LEP creation requires users to actively provide input, from which the system extracts useful facts. In our work we have investigated guided and semi-guided methods for LEP input. These methods are triggered after a user has chosen the topic they want to talk about and provided its title. Figure 3 illustrates these input methods with one specific title "Trip to France".
In the guided method a user is prompted with a series of questions, chosen from a fixed set. The questions are displayed one at a time and the choice of the subsequent questions may depend on the user's answers to the preceding ones. This is illustrated in Figure 3 (a). Some questions may be open-ended, e.g., "What else do you remember about ...".
In the semi-guided method the user is prompted to input a certain number of facts in the given category, and to provide a "hint" for each fact that will be used to form the authentication prompt. This is illustrated in Figure 3(b) .
We also investigated a freeform method, where a user inputs a paragraph of free narrative, out of which we automatically extracted useful facts [96] . However, we abandoned this approach early since it had a large overhead for the users.
Our input methods guide the user toward useful facts, such as names, locations, objects, etc. and away from facts, which are not useful, such as preferences, opinions and feelings. The semi-guided method allows more freedom to the user to choose facts, which are relevant to her, but this freedom may lead to unstable facts. We evaluate these aspects in Section 5.
In extracting and processing useful facts from user responses, we normalize inputs for capitalization and punctuation. We also use POS tagging [87] , dependency parsing [73] , noun stemming and semantic role labeling [49] to extract the specific parts of user responses, such as verbs, nouns, subject, object, location, time, action, and person information. This helps us transform facts into question/answer pairs, and to identify, for multi-word inputs, those parts that carry the most meaning for the user (nouns, proper names of people and locations, verbs or adjectives).
Authentication
During authentication the system shows all the questions to the user, obtains the answers and compares them against one or several stored hashes.
Let a LEP contain N facts. We require that a user recalls M facts for authentication success, where M ≤ N , and that the strength of the recalled facts be greater than some target value (we use 3class8 strength of 95 8 or 52.55 bits in our evaluation). The smaller the difference between N and M , the stronger the authentication criterion. Further, if M < N, the system must store N M hashes for one LEP. During authentication, the system produces all possible combinations of M user answers, and hashes them. Any match between these and stored hashes leads to authentication success. We Authentication may fail not only because a user forgot her answers, but also because she recalled them imprecisely. Imprecise recall of LEPs occurs due to a high redundancy of natural language, as explained below. We address some sources of mismatch through imprecise matching, which includes normalization, keyword extraction and reorder matching. While imprecise matching will reduce strength of LEPs, our evaluation shows that resulting LEPs still have high security (Section 5), and that imprecise matching significantly improves recall.
Capitalization, reordering and punctuation. A user might respond to the prompt using different capitalization or punctuation than she did during password creation. We overcome this by normalizing user answers before storage and authentication, by removing all capitalization and punctuation. A user may also list several parts of the answer in a different order, e.g., she may reply "Nice, Paris" where the original answer was "Paris, Nice". We resolve this through reorder matching. We detect when an answer may consist of multiple parts, and try all permutations of these parts in the matching process.
Misspelling. A user may misspell a reply during password creation or authentication. We leave handling of misspelling for future work.
Synonyms. A user may reply to a question with a nearsynonym to the extracted term, such as responding with "lake" instead of "pond"; or with a term that is more specific (hyponym) or more general (hypernym) than the expected term, such as "dog" instead of "poodle" . We leave handling of synonyms, hyponyms and hypernyms for future work.
Extraneous words. A user may provide extraneous words in an answer. For example a question "what was red" may lead the user to input "my apple was red" even though we expect just "apple" as an answer. We address this via keyword extraction. We apply keyword extraction both during password creation and during authentication, in the same manner. The extraction method depends on the answer category (see Table 1 ). From answers in OBJ category we extract nouns only, from PL answers we extract nouns and out-of-dictionary words (likely place names), and from ACT answers we extract verbs only. Other categories do not need keyword extraction.
Uses of LEPs
LEPs could be used instead of passwords, but they may not be best suited for all authentication tasks, because their creation and authentication are more time-consuming. Extended authentication time may be especially burdensome to users on mobile devices, where keyboard input is slower than on desktops/laptops.
One possibility would be to use LEPs instead of passwords for first-time authentication, when cookies have expired, when the user is accessing an online service from a new machine, or when the user is logging onto his local machine after a logout. In these rare situations the added overhead of LEPs may be acceptable to users, at the benefit of higher security. LEPs could further be activated only for high-value accounts, such as bank or e-mail, where secure access is crucial.
Another possibility would be to use LEPs for secondary or added authentication, instead of security questions. We show in Section 5 that LEPs surpass security questions in security, recall and strength against friend guessing. Many high-value services currently use text messages sent to user phone with a code, to reduce risk of password cracking. LEPs could be used in lieu of the code, when a users does not have access to her phone (e.g., during international travel).
LEPs could also be used for continuous authentication on high-security servers, such as government or bank servers. A logged in user may be prompted for one or several facts after a period of inactivity to verify that someone did not gain physical access to her computer.
USER STUDIES
We evaluated LEPs through a series of user studies. We implemented LEP creation and authentication as a Web application, so that it can be used remotely. We then ran multiple user studies over the period of two years, with Amazon MTurk participants [7] and with students at our institution, and used their results to refine and improve both our user interface, and our elicitation process. All studies were approved by our Institutional Review Board (IRB). All communication with participants was in English, and their inputs were also required to be in English. Participants were required to be 18 years of age to participate.
Each participant was first shown the Information Sheet explaining the purpose of the study. Following this she registered in one of three ways, depending on the specific study's design: by entering her MTurk ID, or her E-mail address or the system assigned her a random identifier. A participant then input her demographic information (age, gender, and native language) and proceeded with the study. In this paper we report on the two culminating studies, which we used to evaluate LEP performance. We describe our study design in this section and provide detailed results and their interpretation in the next section.
Performance Study. This study was run in Fall 2015 and Spring 2016. It was designed to evaluate strength against brute-force and statistical guessing attacks, memorability and reuse of LEPs, and compare them to the same qualities of ordinary, 3class8 [85] passwords. We recruited participants from Amazon MTurk, and asked each to create ten LEPs and ten ordinary passwords. This scenario is unnatural, since no user would create so many passwords in such a short time span in real life. However, asking for ten passwords enabled us to study password reuse, because we could measure how many among the ten (passwords or LEPs) are similar or same. 1 We asked participants to create passwords (LEPs or 3class8 passwords) for the following ten online sites and displayed their logos during creation and authentication: Facebook, Google+, Gmail, Outlook, Bank of America, Chase Bank, Target, WalMart, Wall Street Journal and CNN.
Asking users to create passwords for fictional servers and recall them later will necessarily underestimate recall in real life, because user motivation to remember these passwords is low. We believe that this confounding factor will have a similar effect on LEP recall as on password recall.
We required the ordinary passwords to follow 3class8 policy -being at least 8 characters long, and containing characters from 3 out of 4 character classes: uppercase and lowercase letters, digits and special characters. Each LEP was required to specify at least 5 facts. Users were asked to return for authentication after one week. We allowed three authentication attempts per LEP or password. We paid $1 for the creation task, and $2 for the authentication task.
To minimize password reuse, we did not let participants select a LEP topic from a list. Instead, we offered a topic for each LEP, which was randomly selected from our topic list. A participant could reject the offered topics, until she finds the one that she wants to talk about.
At registration, each participant was randomly assigned to either guided or to semi-guided input category. She then created and authenticated with all 10 LEPs using the same input method. The guided group was asked between 5 and 15 questions per LEP. The semi-guided group was asked to specify two people, one location and two objects for each LEP, and to specify a hint for each fact. After creating all 10 LEPs, each participant was asked to create 10 passwords, for the same servers. Participants were reminded via Email to return for authentication after one week. We also invited them to return for authentication after 3-6 months to measure long-term recall.
Friend Guessing Study. This study was run concurrently with our performance study, using the same system. We recruited participants from our institution (University of Southern California) to conduct an in-lab study, with the goal to measure the strength of LEPs against a friend attacker. In addition to personal knowledge, we encouraged the guessers to fully utilize information available from various social network sites and search engines. We observed that many participants in the study indeed made use of these online information sources.
Participants were required to enroll into the study with at least one other friend. We advertised the study via class announcements, wall posters, and flyers. Each participant was paid $10, and took 45-60 minutes to complete the study.
Unlike our previous studies, this study used deception in the Information Sheet (approved by our IRB), by not informing the participants that they will be guessing each others' LEPs. This was necessary to prevent participants from intentionally creating LEPs, which would be either too easy or too hard for a given friend to guess. We designed our study to mimic the real-life password use, where one does not know who may try to guess one's password.
After reviewing the Information Sheet, each participant was asked how close they were with their friend on the scale from 1 to 5 (closest), and how long they knew each other. Next, they were asked to create three LEPs for three different online accounts: Gmail, Facebook and Bank of America. We displayed corresponding logos during creation and authentication. Each participant was randomly assigned to either guided or semi-guided input method, and created all LEPs using this method.
Next, participants were asked to authenticate with each LEP, and were allowed unlimited number of trials, but required to make at least three. We incorporated user authentication in the study to ensure that participants did not make up answers they could not recall themselves.
After authentication, we debriefed each participant about the deception and explained our reasons for this. We informed them that their friend would be guessing their LEP and vice versa. They were offered a chance to quit the study at this time, and still receive the full payment. No participants quit.
Next, each participant attempted to guess her friend's LEP's, and was allowed unlimited number of trials, and required to make at least three. Afterwards, we reviewed successfully guessed answers with participants, asking them about their strategy. We ended the study with a short survey about usability of LEPs. Lastly, we asked the participants not to disclose details about deception to other students on campus, so we could continue recruitment.
Limitations and Ecological Validity. Our study had the following limitations, many of which are common for online password studies. First, it is possible but very unlikely that a participant may enroll into our Performance study more than once. While the same Mechanical Turk user (as identified by her MTurkID) could not enter the study twice, it is possible for someone to create multiple Mechanical Turk accounts. There is currently no way to identify such participants.
Second, we cannot be sure that our Performance study participants did not write down or photograph their LEPs or passwords. We can only claim that they had very low incentives to do so (since we promised payment regardless of authentication success). Our study mechanisms further detected copy/paste actions and we have excluded any participant that used these (for whatever reason) from the study. We also reminded the participants multiple times to rely on their memory only. If any cheating occurred it was likely to affect all the results equally, without bias to LEPs or passwords.
Third, Mechanical Turkers may not be very motivated or focused -this makes it likely that actual recall both of real-world LEPs and of passwords would be higher. While it would have been preferable to conduct our Performance study in the lab, the cost would be too high (for us) to afford as large a participation as we had through the use of Mechanical Turkers. We believe that any effect from participant motivation on recall applies equally to LEPs and to passwords.
Fourth, participants in our Friend Guessing study were all recruited from our university and thus were not very close. Best friends or family members may have higher success at guessing LEPs. We plan to investigate this in our future research.
STUDY RESULTS
In this Section, we report on the results of our two user studies. We found that: (1) LEPs are 30-47 bits stronger than an ideal, randomized, 8-character password, (2) LEPs are 2-3× more memorable than passwords, (3) LEPs are reused half as often as passwords, (4) LEPs are 24-35× harder for friends to guess than security questions, (5) LEPs contain 2.4-3.2× fewer fake answers than security questions. Table 3 shows the breakdown of our participants in the first two rows. We show count of participants, who completed both password creation and authentication tasks, and the total number of passwords. We also collected demographics, age and language of participants but found that these factors did not have significant impact on security, memorability or password reuse. With regard to topics chosen by participants, 55% of LEPs talk either about learning (26%), people (18%) or trips (11%), while other topics were less popular.
Participant Statistics

LEPs Are Memorable and Secure
In this section we report findings from our performance study, described in Section 4.
Privacy risk. LEPs have more sensitive information than passwords and, since their title and questions are displayed in clear, that may increase privacy risk to a user. It is difficult to accurately measure sensitivity of LEPs, as it depends on a user's subjective assessment how specific information relates to her sense of privacy. Instead, we calculate how many LEPs contain information that most people would find sensitive, such as information about illness, incarceration, love affairs (excluding those involving boyfriend/girlfriend and spouse) and indecent or illegal activities. Our result represents a lower bound on sensitive information contained in our dataset. 29 out of 930 LEPs, or 3%, contained sensitive information. Majority of these were LEPs about the death topic, and the sensitive information was divulged in the guided LEPs, because we asked about the cause of death. Better question design can further reduce this privacy risk.
Security. Table 3 shows the total number of LEPs, and their average brute-force and statistical strength in the 3rd and the 4th row. We also calculated the percentage of LEPs, which have the higher strength than a random, 3class8 password. We denote this strength as S3c8. Almost all LEPs (94-95%) exceed S3c8, with the average strength being at least 30 bits higher. Statistical strength of LEPs is also quite high -it is 30-47 bits higher than S3c8.
Short-term recall. We report the percentage of successful authentications, after one week, in Table 3 , in the rows 5-12 for LEPs and for passwords. For LEPs, in addition to all-fact recall, we investigated three alternative authentication schemes -five-fact, four-fact and three-fact recall. In these, the user must successfully recall 3, 4 or 5 facts, respectively, and the statistical strength of the recalled facts must exceed S3c8.
Authentication success after one week is shown in rows 5-8 of Table 3 . Password recall in our study was 26% (others have found 45-70% recall [85, 92, 93] , but they asked users to recall only one password after 2 days). Our findings are consistent with psychological literature [64, 77] , where Ebbinghaus found that people retain only 25% of new information they learned after six to seven days [77] .
Imprecise matching greatly helps to increase LEP recall. With exact matching, all-fact authentication would be 19% for guided and 9.6% for semi-guided LEPs. With imprecise matching, it is 31.6% and 45.7%.
LEP authentication success with all facts is 30-75% higher than that for passwords. When we require fewer facts for authentication the success rate increases significantly. At four facts, LEP success is 2.7× higher than password success rate, and at three facts it is 3.2× higher. Allowing users to authenticate with fewer than all facts lowers security of LEPs. Since we also require that the statistical strength of recalled facts exceeds S3c8, the remaining strength of these "shortened LEPs" is sufficiently large to thwart attacks. In Section 5.3 we will investigate how requiring M < N facts for authentication affects strength against friend attacks.
Security questions have a wide range of recall rates after one month -from 32.1% for frequent flyer number to 83.9% for city of birth [67] . LEP recall with four-fact and threefact authentication is 70-89.2% and thus resembles recall for memorable security questions. If a LEP were equivalent to a set containing several security questions, its best recall rate would be 83.9 4 = 50% for four-fact and 83.9 3 = 59% for three-fact authentication. The fact that LEP recall exceeds these values shows the power of user-customized questions and imprecise matching, over general questions and exact matching.
To understand reasons for failures to recall a LEP we examine recall rate per fact category (as given in Table 1 ). Table 4 shows the percentage of correctly recalled facts (in at least one attempt) per fact category in column 2. Relationships and cities are most accurately recalled, followed by items in the HU category, places, and first and last names. Overall, all categories except ACT have recall of more than 70% after one week. While this is quite high, it may be puzzling why a user would fail to recall all facts correctly, or at least at higher rates. We note some frequent reasons for failed recall per category in column 3. Many of these could be handled by better NLP techniques, e.g., using stemming for verbs, trying synonyms during matching, building a database of common abbreviations (e.g., gf for girlfriend), etc. This would further improve recall, at some security cost. We leave this direction for future work. Table 4 : Fact recall and guess success per category Overall there were 18.2% of facts, which a user failed to recall in any authentication attempt. Users provide fake answers to security questions. They may also provide fake answers to LEPs, that they could not later recall. While we cannot accurately establish which facts are fake, and which are not, we estimate incidence of lying by looking for facts, which a user failed to recall, and where failure cannot be attributed to the NLP reasons we listed in Table 3 : Participant Statistics and Results of Our Studies is a total miss. We find that 11.5-15.7% of facts were not recalled by users, and thus may be fake. This rate is less than a half of the fake answer rate for security questions [67] . A finer investigation of these "fake facts" shows that about half of them fail authentication because a user used an initial instead of a last name in LEP creation, but reverted to full name in authentication. We could handle this case with better authentication prompts. Long term recall. We invited all participants in our performance study to authenticate with their LEPs and passwords once again, in May 2015. A total of 54 participants returned. The time between creation and authentication for these return participants ranged from 104 to 231 days, with a median of 120 days. Table 3 shows the long-term authentication success in rows 9-12. While both LEP and password recall has declined, time lapse affected recall of passwords much more than recall of LEPs. Password recall declined by 66%, while LEP recall declined by 17-47%. We thus conclude that LEPs are more robust with regard to long-term recall, than passwords.
Security questions have a wide range of recall rates after 3-6 months -from 6.4% for frequent flyer number to 79.2% for city of birth [67] . LEP recall with four-fact and threefact authentication is 53-73.6%, within the range of more memorable security questions.
Reuse. We also explored strength of LEPs and passwords against a password-reuse attacker. The results are shown in Table 3 in rows 18-19. We first investigated how many out of 10 passwords were identical, for each given user. A LEP fact is said to be identical to a fact in another LEP, by the same user, if their answers would match during authentication (accounting for capitalization, reordering, punctuation and extraneous words). A LEP l1 is identical to the LEP l2 if all of l1's facts match the facts l2. There were 2.7-3.1% identical LEPs, compared to 5.7% identical passwords.
We next investigated how many out of a user's ten passwords were sufficiently similar to each other, so that a password-reuse attacker could easily guess one if he knew the other. Because LEPs are authenticated based on fact matches, and passwords based on the exact string match, it is hard to devise a similarity measure that applies equally well to both concepts. To define similarity of two authentication tokens (LEPs or passwords), we borrow from the Linux Pluggable Authentication Modules (PAM) [46] design. We say that two tokens t1 and t2 are similar, if more than 1/2 of items in t2 also appear in t1. For passwords, items are characters and for LEPs, items are facts. This definition allows us to directly apply pam_cracklib to detect similar passwords. We say that a password op1 is similar to the password op2 if one of the following conditions is met: (1) more than half of op1's characters appear in op2 (this includes cases when (2) op1 is a palindrome of op2 or a rotated version of op2), or (2) op1 differs from op2 only in case. There were 4.6-15.4% similar LEPs, in semi-guided and guided categories, respectively, compared to 31.6% similar passwords. Thus passwords were reused more than twice as often as LEPs, and guided LEPs were reused 3 × more often than semi-guided LEPs.
One possible reason for such low LEP reuse is the way we prompted users for LEPs (described in Section 4). Whenever a LEP was to be created, we offered to the participant one topic, randomly selected from our list. The participant could reject the offered topics, until she found the one that she wanted to talk about. These prompts seem to have stimulated recall of diverse memories of past events, and lowered LEP reuse. We expect that servers that adopt LEPs would also use such user prompts to lower reuse.
Time to create and authenticate. We show the median time to create and authenticate a LEP or a password in Table 3 , in rows 20-21. LEPs require 6.7× longer to create and 3.3-4.6× longer to authenticate, than passwords. This is expected as they require a user to both read the questions and to provide input that is approximately five times longer than a password.
Storage. LEP answers should be concatenated and stored as one or several hashes. In case of all-fact authentication, we store only one hash per LEP. If we allow for M -fact authentication (M =3, 4 or 5), we would have to create, hash and store -offers the benefit, -almost offers the benefit, no circle -does not offer the benefit -better than passwords, -worse than passwords, no circle -no change Table 5 : Comparing security questions and LEPs to passwords using the UDS framework [68] . LEPs outperform passwords in six categories related to usability and security, and underperform in two deployability categories. LEPs are also more usable and more secure than security questions.
35 hashes, 88% would need up to 70, 92% would need up to 126 hashes, and the worst case scenario would require 1,287 hashes. Even in the worst case, the storage cost would only amount to several Kilobytes per user, which is negligible for today's server storage. Because one-way hashing is fast, the processing cost should also be acceptable. We could further limit the storage cost of LEPs by discarding all but N strongest facts, at creation time. For M = [3, 4] and N = 8 each LEP would require at most 70 hashes.
LEPs Are Strong Against Guessing
This section discusses results of our friend guessing study, described in Section 4. We recruited a total of 91 participants and a few participants came in groups of 3 or more people, forming 100 different pairs. All of the participants completed the study in the same sitting. The participants were students from our institution from freshmen to graduate students, with majors in engineering, social science, theater, biology, math, international relations, music, business, economics, psychology, and linguistics.
Participants knew each other between 3 months to 6 years. All of them were already friends on at least one social network (e.g., Facebook, Instagram, etc) and were encouraged to use social networks and public sources during guessing. For participant pairs that were not from the US, both participants were from the same country and shared the same cultural background, which helped them make more educated guesses. Average closeness rating on the scale 1-5, with 1 being the lowest, was 2.6 for the guided group, and 3 for the semi-guided group.
Most users were able to fully authenticate with their LEPs in the second stage of our study. A few authentication failures we observed were due to misspelling, synonyms and more/less specific answers provided during authentication than during creation.
We show friend guessing success in the Table 3 , rows 13-16 using the same authentication schemes as in Section 3.4. Guess success rate is very low (0-0.7%) for all-fact authentication, and climbs up to 1.3-4.5%, for three-fact authentication. Taken together with recall results, this data suggests that the four-fact authentication seems to strike the right balance between achieving high authentication success (70-73%), and reasonable strength, while keeping the friend guessing success low (0-0.7%).
Compared to security questions, where friends could guess 17-25% [91] , LEP's are 3.7-35× stronger, assuming four-fact or three-fact authentication.
Guess success rate per fact category, for facts described in Table 1 , is shown in column 4 of Table 4 . Friends could successfully guess more than half of the cities, and more than 20% of relationships, places, first names, and facts in HU and TN categories. Other categories, such as FL, PL, OBJ, DT and YR had lower guess success. This shows another strength of LEPs over security questions. Bonnie et al. found that security questions could not strike the right balance between security and memorability, because facts that were memorable for users were also easily guessed [67, 91] . Conversely, LEPs have multiple fact categories with high user recall and low friend guess rate (e.g., FN, FL, PL, OBJ).
Participant Feedback. We carefully observed participant behavior during guessing and interviewed them about their strategy after the study. Except two participants, who attempted random guesses, the rest invested significant effort in looking for possible guess options online. They reported using the following information sources for guessing: personal knowledge, Facebook, Google search engine, Instagram, RenRen, WeChat, QQ, Line, LinkedIn, and Spokeo. Overall, 78-83% of participants reported using personal knowledge, 76-79% used social networks and 50-56% used search engines. At social networks, participants checked the personal profile and friend lists first, and then scanned the re-cent wall posts. They complemented this with online searches for popular items which appeared in LEP questions.
We further collected participant feedback on why guessing LEPs was hard. About half of responses (48%) stated that LEPs involved too much detail about the topic, which was hard to mine from online sources or from personal knowledge. Unless the friend participated in the same event, it was difficult to mine correct answers online. In addition, 26% of participants acknowledged that many facts were too personal and thus not shared among friends, nor used in social network posts, such as events from early childhood and elementary school. These private and unique facts make guessing difficult, unlike facts used for security questions, which can be easily found in online sources.
When asked about what they liked about LEPs, 58.2% of participants stated that LEPs were much harder to guess than the current security questions, and more memorable than ordinary passwords since they were built from personal experience. In addition, 11.4% participants said that the variety of question sets and their detail were another advantage of LEPs over security questions. The downsides reported by participants were the time it took to come up with answers (6.3% of participants) and the concern about memorability (19% of participants).
More than 90% of participants reported that they would consider using and adapting LEPs for different online accounts, while 6.3% said that they did not plan to use LEPs due to time overhead and concerns about memorabilty. 44 .3% were willing to use LEPs for an online banking account, which needs high security, and has less frequent logins, 31.6% said they would use LEPs for secure and professional email accounts, and 17.7% would use them for government accounts and health records.
LEPs Are Usable and Secure
In [68] , Bonneau et al. present the usability-deployabilitysecurity (UDS) framework -they define 25 properties of Web authentication schemes and use them to rate 35 passwordreplacement schemes. We reproduce the rating of passwords and personal knowledge (security) questions in Table 5 , and add our rating for LEPs.
LEPs outperform passwords in six categories. Regarding usability, LEPs are Quasi-Memorywise-Effortless, as users still forget some LEP facts. They are Quasi-Scalable-forUsers, since users have abundance of memories that servers can elicit by randomizing topic offerings, as we did in our user studies. They are further Infrequent-Errors, as our imprecise matching takes care of many causes of authentication failures. Regarding security, LEPs are Resilient-toThrottled-Guessing and Quasi-Resilient-to-Unthrottled-Guessing, as our evaluation shows. Thanks to low LEP reuse, they are also Quasi-Resilient-to-Leaks-from Other Verifiers. LEPs do worse than passwords in one usability, two deployability and one security category. They are less Efficient-toUse, as they take longer to create and authenticate. They are not Server-Compatible nor Mature, because they are a research technology and are not widely deployed. Securitywise, LEPs are Quasi-Resilient-to-Targeted-Impersonationfriends can guess a very small portion of LEPs.
LEPs outperform security questions in six categories. They are Quasi-Scalable-for-Users, due to their wide applicability and broad range of topics, while security questions are not. They are further Infrequent-Errors, because we apply imprecise matching. LEPs are further Quasi-Resilientto-Targeted-Impersonation, Resilient-to-Throttled-Guessing, Quasi-Resilient-to-Unthrottled-Guessing, and Quasi-Resilientto-Leaks-from-Other-Verifiers, while security questions have none of these qualities. There are only two categories where LEPs lag after security questions -they are less Efficientto-Use and not Mature.
Comparing LEPs to other 33 authentication technologies in publication [68] (Table I in [68] ), only federated authentication schemes offer both better usability and security, but at the cost of lower deployability. Thus LEPs are competitive against other authentication schemes, and can offer a unique combination of features.
CONCLUSIONS
Textual passwords are a widely-used form of authentication and suffer from many deficiencies because users trade security for memorability. Users create weak passwords because they are memorable, and reuse the same password across many sites. Forcing users to create strong passwords does not help, as these are easily forgotten.
We have proposed life-experience passwords (LEPs) as a new authentication mechanism, which strikes a good balance between security and memorability. We investigated several LEP designs, and evaluated them in two user studies. Our results show that LEPs are much more memorable and secure than passwords, they are less often reused, and they are strong against friend guessing. While they take more time to create and input during authentication, we believe their benefits may make them a viable primary authentication mechanism for high-security servers, or a much better secondary authentication mechanism than security questions.
